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Curry Trying
To Alter lmage

0f Sprayers
"llot A Bunch
0f Daredevils"

Back in the old days, Warren Curry
used to tell people he could roll an

automobile and drink a glass of water
without spilling a drop.

Today, 30 years later, Curry still likes
to play around with cars but he's more
interested in getting rid of the daredevil
image the aerial applicators have with the
pu blic.

Curry, who started in the business
right after World War ll, admits he liked
"crop dusting" in the old days when
pilots used to dog fight on the way home.
"lt was more fun back then."

But as president of the S.C.
Agricultural Aviation Association he also
recognizes that the business has evolved
into a modern profession requiring
careful men and efficient machines.

"All the Ag pilots that I know are
safe, conscientious people who want to
make a living. We're not a bunch of
daredevils. We're sensible men. All of us

have got families and we go to church just
the same as anybody else."

Part of the reason for the image is
that aerial application of chemicals is still
a dangerous business despite the
improvements in aircraft and chemicals.
Pilots must make close ground runs
usually between obstacles like powerlines,
poles and trees.

But, Curry says, the mortality rate
today is nothing like it was in the early
50's.

"Back in the old days, when you
started, you just went to some guy and he
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started you. He put you in the airplane
and said, 'well, there's the field,' and you
had to learn everyrhing the first load;
how to make turnarounds, how to miss
trees, how to miss powerlines and how to
look for powerlines while you were
wor ki ng.

"Now, the agricultural schools will
teach pilots all those things so when they
go to work they can concentrate exactly
on what they need to," Curry said.

Curry said the agricultural application
business has gotten real competitive now.

"Twenty years ago, George Gedra and
I pretty well had this county (Darlington)
to ourselves. Now we've got five
operators in the county and three of
them started in the last two or three
years. "

Curry and his brother bought the
business from Earl Flowers in 1957. The
next year Curry's brother was killed when
the engine on his J-3 seized.

"l just kinda stayed on after that,"
Curry said.

Before he settled in South Carolina,
Curry a North Carolina native-flew

continued on page 2

Aerial Applicators
Annual Convention
Set In Charleston

The S.C. Agricultural Aviation
Association will hold its annual
convention Feb. 1 2-1 4 at the Francis
Marion Hotel on King Street in
Charl eston.

The three-day meeting will include a

refresher course on pesticides, sessions
with the EPA and DHEC, a banquet,
cocktail party and a business meeting as

well as a program for the ladies.
Registration will begin at 11 a.m.

Monday, Feb. 12. The program will begin
at 2 p.m. with a welcome by John
Hamilton, Director of the South Carolina
Aeronautics Comm ission.

Dr. Ben Kissam, of Clemson
University, will conduct the annual
pesticide refresher course beginning
Monday afternoon and continuing
through noon Tuesday. Topics will
include enforcement policies of restricted
pesticide laws, techniques of aerial
application of fungicides, herbicides,
defoliants, methods of dealing with field
crop insects and what to do ifyou have a

spill.
At noon Tuesday, S.C. Commissioner

of Agriculture G. Bryan Patrick will
address the convention during the
I u ncheon.

Tuesday afternoon, the EPA will talk
about federal regulations and restricted
pesticides. Following that, DHEC
representatives will discuss the purifying
pits designed to neutralize the chemical
runoff from loading areas. Later on allied
industries people aircraft companies,
chemical companies, incurance and
chemical companies insurance and
appl icators.

Tuesday evening, there will be a

continued on page2
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Curry Concerned

About lmage
continued from page 1

dusters up and down the east coast and
performed in thrill shows in the
off-season. Before that he drove on the
NASCAR circuit some in the late 40's
and spent four years in Hollywood after
the war as a stuntman. He flew Corsairs in
the Navy during the war.

Curry is completing the first of a

two-year term as president of the
SCAAA, an active organization to which
most of the state's aerial applicators
belong.

Curry says the group works "hand in
hand" with Clemson University and he

credits Dr. Ben Kissam with helping the
applicators keep the EPA satisfied "with
our knowledge of the business."

South Carolina was the first state in
the U.S. to require its aerial applicators to
have a permit. The pilots went to school
and then took a 1 O0-question test before
they could receive the license.

"We set a precedent for ag operators
all over the United States," Curry said.
"Now all farmer, aerial applicators and
chemical dealers are required by the EPA
to have a permit. We were the first state
to require this before it was law."

Curry also said the national AAA has

been successful in removing a seven cents
per gallon tax on aviation gas used for
agricultural work. "We've been trying for
several years to get that off," he said.

All that is of interest to the sprayers,
but Curry said the main topic of
conversation at this year's convention will
probably be about the poor year

everyone had.
"l tell people this was the worst year

I had since 1954 (a drought year)," Curry
sai d.

Curry said two factors caused this:
Cotton, a crop which requires spraying
every three to five days during the
summer, was grown less this year because

the price was down; also, the worms
didn't attack the soybeans as much as in
years past.

"Some years the worms bother the
soybeans and some years they don't. This
past year, there just wasn't a worm in it,"
he said.

But over the long run, Curry is

optimistic about the future of agricultural
aerial application. Even though inflation
has had a definite effect on the industry,
Curry says the aerial applicator is the
cheaoest labor a farmer can have.

AG Convention
continued from page 1

cocktail party and banquet. Guest
speaker will be L.M. "Frosty" Bauknight,
consultant to the S.C. Land Resources
Conservation Commission.

Wednesday morning the convention
will conclude with a business meeting
which should end about 1l a.m.

Wives who come to Charleston with
their husbands will have several activities
to occupy them during the convention
including a fashion show, home
decorating tips and microwave cooking
demonstration.

Union Airport

Seeking FB(l
Ron Wade, airport manager at Union,

writes that the field will soon be back in
full operation after being closed for
construction work.

"Although NOTAMS will not be sent
until the rotating beacon and the VASI's
are installed, the airport is in use with
new medium intensity lights and a newly
paved 60 X 3000 foot strip."

Troy Shelton, airport mdnager at the
field for several years was killed recently
and Wade says the airport is seeking
another FBO.

"ln our hearts we can never replace
Troy, but we are currentlY seeking a

qualified FBO.
"Since Troy had built a business

without the aid of a paved strip, we feel

this will be an excellent opportunity for
the right person," Wade said.

lnterested persons should contact
Wade at the airport at (803) 427-1361.



Speakers Available

The S.C. Aeronautics Commission has speakers available for
your club or organization's meeting to talk on a variety of aviation
topics. To arrange for a speaker call f ack Barry at 758-2766.

Waiting 0n The Grass

Planting and final grading on
McCormick's new 3,600 foot improved
grass runway has been completed and all
that's left to do now is wait on Spring
and the grass to come up. The project was
financed with a $50,000 Farmer's Home
Administration grant plus $50,000 from
the Aeronautics Commission. The 75-foot
runway is FAA approved. lt includes
1,000 foot approaches and 20:1 glide
slopes and is planted on a stabilized
aggregate base. Land for the field was
donated by Mead and Scott Timber
companies. The field should increase the
county's potential for attracting industry
significantly. Future plans include paving
and lighting. (Aeronautics Commission
Photo).

FAA Propses Change
In Anderson CZ

The FAA has issued a Notice of
Proposed Rulemaking (NPRM) to extend
the Anderson County Airport control
zone to provide additional controlled
airspace protection for I FR operations.

According to the NPRM, the control
zone is to be extended 8.5 miles, south
from the present five mile radius, three
miles each side of the 171 degree bearing
from the NDB.



Breakfast Club

Found (lut 0f Gompliance ;['*"ii'iti,;;##i
Fourteen airports inspected recently areas. proqram on the mission of the A-7 in the

by the FAA were found to have less than Bishopville-Runway 05/23 GS out of nruC.
the recommended 20:1 glide compliance, trees and road. Col. Stan Hood said pilots will also be

slopes-mostly because of trees in the Branham's-Runway 16/34 GS out of told how they can safely overfly or fly
approaches. Inspectors also found runway compliance, power line and bldg. around the McEntire Control Zone and
numerals at two airports in poor Chester-Runway 05123 and 29 GS will get a chance to inspect an A-7 on
condition, an inoperative rotating beacon out of compliance, trees; shtic display.
and an open dump which could attract numerals on 05123 in poor Information sheets and copies of hold
birds. condition. harmless agreements will be available at

In a letter, James E. Addison, Chief, Clemson-Oconee-Runway 07 GSout airports around the state. Pilots planning
South Carolina Section, Atlanta Airports of compliance, trees. to attend should fill out the forms and
District Office, notified each airport of Davis Field-Runway 08/26 GS out mail them back to the base.
the possible safety deficiencies and said, of compliance, trees; dump at 26 Arrivals will be from 0800 to 1000
"We consider this to be an important approach end may attract birds and breakfast will begin at'l 000. The cost
matter affecting safety at your airport. creating hazard to aircraft is $3 per person. The program will be
You are urged to review this situation and operation. Dump should be closed from 1030 to 1130 and departures will be
take whatever corrective action is and covered. from 1 1 30 to 1 300.
possible." Fairview-Runway 14123 GS out of The McEntire operations telephone is

S.C. Aeronautics Commission compliance, trees;rotating beacon (803) 776-51 21 , ext. 231 1235. Tower
Director John W. Hamilton said the state inoperative. frequency is 126.2 and the ILS runway
supports the concept of inspections and Holly Hill-Runway 04122 GS out of 32 is 11 1 .'l . Stage lll i radar service is
concurs with the FAA. compliance, trees and power line. available through Shaw approach control

"The Commission is concerned that Laurens County-Runway 25 GS out 1119.j.
the deficiencies may put the airports in of compliance, trees. Pilots are reminded that there are no
jeopardy as far as liability in the eventof Pageland-Runway 05123 GS out of tie-downs and no fuel available on the
an accident and could also jeopardize compliance, trees. field. Chocks, however, will be available.
federal and state funding for planned Ridgeland-Runway 21 GS out of For other Breakfast Club meetings,
improvements. compliance, trees. call Anne Hawkins at432-3095.

"We urge all owners to take

i::::il',1tff=li:J":'":i:'i"ate 
the safetv FAA Begins Figld Testing

lffi:ru'-"1f"# l;i:; GS out or Automated Weather Broadcasts

14 Airport Glide Slopes

compliance, trees,
Anderson-Runway 05123 GS out of

compliance, trees.
Barnwell-Runway 16134 and 04 GS

out of compliance, trees.
Beaufort-Runway 04 GS out of

compliance, trees; runway
numerals smaller than standard
and in poor condition; excessive
grass growth throughout paved

l{ominations Sought
For Annual Awards

Awards for the South Carolina Flight
lnstructor of the Year and the Mechanic
of the Year will be presented at the
Aviation Safety Week Banquet to be held
in April.

ff you know an instructor andlor a

mechanic you feel deserves this honor, let
us know. Nomination forms are available
at your local FBO and at the Aeronautics
Commission office in Columbia.

The Federal Aviation Administration
and the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration have begun
testing a low-cost airport weather
information system that uses a

computer-generated voice to brief pilots
on wind conditions and provide them
with accurate altimeter settings.

The FAA/NOAA demonstration,
scheduled to run through 1979, is being
conducted at the Frederick, Md.
Municipal Airport.

Called WAVE-for Wind, Altimeter,
Voice Equipment-the system consists of
sensors that collect data on wind speed

and direction and barometric pressure

readings in the vicinity of the airport.
This data is fed into a small computer and

a weather announcement is generated for
broadcast once each minute over a radio
navigation aid.

En route pilots can hear the weather
report when they fly into the range of the
Frederick Airport VOR on 109.0.

WAVE is the first step in the joint
development by FAA and NOAA of an

A u tomated Low Cost Weather
Observation System (ALWOS), which will
provide a more complete weather
briefing, including such information as

sky conditions (ceiling), visibility,
temperature and dewpoint. ALWOS is

estimated to cost about $60,000 per unit
installed compared to around $15,000 for
tha WAVE system. ALWOS will be tested
beginning in 1980.

Altl Weather 0n Public TV

AM Weather, an aviation weather
program is broadcast each morning at
7:45 a.m. on South Carolina public
television channels. The Aeronautics
Commission recommends the 15-minute
programs as an excellent aid in assisting
pilots in flight planning and to help insure
flight safety.
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ls This A First?

Hef en Hembel received her ATP Dec.27 . She was given ride by Sylvia Robb, right,
an ATP examiner and took her instruction from Francis Miller, left, an ATP
instructor. Ms. Robb said Helen was the first woman she had certificated since she was

appointed an examiner in 1968. Helen, the daughter of Les Hembel, hopes to 80 to
work for the airlines. (Aeronautics Commission photo).

We are aware that some engine

overhaul agencies are approving
powerplants for return to service without
a run-in test as recommended bY the
manufacturer. Maintenance of this type is

contrary to FAR Part43, section 43.13.
Manufacturers are very specific in

their recommended procedures for engine
testing after overhaul. The testing is

necessary to run-in new parts, check
engine performance and evaluate the
quality of the work performed during the
overhaul. The engine is not considered
airworthy for return to service until the
required test procedures are completed.

Safety in the shop while performing
maintenance is as important as safety in
flight. Mechanics injured or killed in shop
accidents suffer just as much and are just as
'dead as pilots and passengers involved in
aircraft accidents. We still hear about
mechanics being fatally in jured while
trying to maintain retractable landing

gear systems without properly supporting
the aircraft on iacks.

In addition, mechanics are still losing
fingers by wearing rings which are prone
to catch on objects. Rings and other
jewelry serve no useful purpose while
working around aircraft. Twenty five
years ago, the Air Force was posting
photographs of a severed finger, with ring
still on, in their ground safety program.
This was a rather grisly deterrent, but
quite effective.

leff Trumbowel Named

FAA SafeU Counselor

Jeff Trumbower, president of Av-Ed
Inc. has been named an Accident Pre-

vention Counselor by the FAA.
Counselors such as Trumbower help

maintain safety awareness among pilots
through individual discussions and group
presentations.

Av-Ed Schedules

Ground Schools
Av-Ed Inc. will offer six courses

during February and March designed to
prepare pilots to take the FAA written
exams:

PRTVATE PrLOT ($r ZS;
Feb.10,11,17and 18
March24,25,31 and April 1

COMMERCIAL PI LOT ($1 50)
Feb.24 and 25

TNSTRUMENT PILOT ($1 s0)
Feb.10,11,17and18
March 24,25,31 and APril 1

FLIGHT ENGINEER
(both parts) ($ZOO;

March 23,24 and 25

CERTI FIED FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR
Airplane (both parts) ($ZOO;

March 9, 'l 0 and 11

At RLINE TRANSPORT ($1 50)
March 17 and 18

All classes are from 8 a.m. until 5

p.m. Books are furnished. For further
information call Fred BegY or )eff
Trumbower toll free at 1-8001922-2224.
Av-Ed is located across from Owens Field
in Columbia at 1009 Airport Blvd.

Maintenance Notes



Proper Crew Coordination

ls Critically lmportant

0n Instrument Approaches

Pilot-copilot coordination is one of
the most important aspects in flying
T-category aircraft or any aircraft needing
two pilots.

Except for a few general statements
in their operating manuals, most flight
operations neglect to spell out any
specific procedures relating to pilot and
copilot duties and how they interrelate.
They use the general rule that the pilot is
in command of the airplane and the
copilot does what the pilot asks him to
do. Thus, which one does what and when
he does it often depends upon who is flying
in the left seat and his particular ideas on
that subject-and his mood that particular
day.

How many remember (probably from
military days) flying with a hard-nosed
captain who told you very bluntly "to
keep your hands off the controls, unless I

tell you?" That kind of attitude, aside
from its stifling effect on the growth and
development of copilots, is downright
unsafe in today's complex airplanes and
ATC environments. Most of all, it often
results in the copilot not being able to do
what is needed of him in an emergency
situation.

Many a missed approach has been
caused by a pilot expecting the copilot to
do something that the copilot thought the
pilot was handling himself.

Aside from emergencies, nowhere is

the pilot-copilot coordination needed
more than on an instrument approach. In
a well-run professional flight operation,
the duties of each pilot should be
standard and specific during the approach
situation. They shouldn't be left up to
the habits or the communications capabil-
ity of the particular captain.

There is no universal standard but all
operations should have a standard which
works safely and well for them with their
type of equipment and that stand4rd
should be followed to the letter by the

0ften lleglected

How many remember flying
with a hard-nosed captain who
told you very bluntly to "keep
your hands off the controls
unless I tell you."

flight crew.
As each flight must have one

pilot-in-command of the aircraft at all
times, it must be remembered that two
pilots are aboard. lt should be the
professional trait of the first officer to
monitor the flight instruments at all times
and to advise the captain anytime he feels
the aircraft is deviating from the desired
flight schedule. This is of primary
importance while operating in close
proximity to airports to include
departures, penetrations and approaches.
The following procedures will provide the
captain with the minimum desired
su pport:

1. During the descent the first officer
will cross check each altimeter to verify
like indicators. Descent rates of less than
4000 fpm are sufficient for all normal
operations. A descent rate of 1000 fpm is

about the maximum that will allow a
precise yet comfortable level off. This
should be monitored closely by both
pilots when within 2000 ft above the
ground. The altimeters will be reset and
cross checked during the completion of
landing preliminary checklist at FL180 or
10-15 min. before landing when flying
below FL180.
2. The first officer will call out passing
10,000 ft. for airspeed reduction, 'l 000
ft. above all assigned altitudes and advise
the captain 100 ft. above level-off. He
will insure that level-off action is being
taken. He will call 1000 ft. above initial
approach altitude and or 1 500 ft. above
field elevation in case of a VFR approach.

3. Prior to final approach, the
captain and first officer will review the
entire approach if the approach differs
from the previously briefed approach. ln
any case, the plate will be rechecked and
the first officer will call out the field
elevation, the altitude (MSL) at which the
approach will be discontinued and the
missed approach procedure initiated.

4. On an ILS approach, the first
officer will call out, "Localizer Alive" or
"Glide Slope Alive," whenever the
localizer or glide slope begins moving in
from a full deflection. During flight
director or auto-coupled approach both
pilots will confirm proper mode, localizer
and gu ideslope capture.

5. On all approaches, upon leaving
the final fix, the first officer will cross
check all instruments for warning flags
and/or warning lights, and inform the
captain, "lnstruments OK," or identify
the failed instrument. This will be repeated
at the middle marker. He will also tune the
facility being used for the approach into
the second NAV svstem and will advise
the captain of any difference in informa-
tion being received.

6. During the approach the first
officer will monitor the reading of the
heading indicator, altimeter, airspeed and
rate of descent. He will advise the captain
and insure that positive corrective action
is taken if descent rate exceeds 1000 fpm.
He will call out 500' AGL and 100' above
DH or MDA. The first officer will advise
the captain of IAS variation of 10K from
programmed during descent and 5K on
final approach. During non-precision
approaches, after arriving at MDA, the
altitude "call out" will be continued until
the runway sighting is suitable for
landing or a positive rate of climb is
achieved during missed approach
procedure.

7. During the conduct of ASR
approaches, the non-flying pilot shall



confirm to the pilot all "should be"
altitudes given by the AS R final
controller.

8. At 100 ft. above minimums, the
first officer will announce "approaching
m i n imums". He will announce
"minimums" and "runway in sight" or
"rLrnway not in sight". lf not in sight, he

will insure that the captain has initiated
the missed approach procedures and
announce "missed approach heading",
and "level off altitude. ... . As minimum
altitude or forecast ceiling is approached,
the first officer will periodically direct his
attention outside the airplane to establish
visual contact with the approach lights or
the runway. lt is imperative that the first
officer coordinate throughout the entire
instrument problem and support the
captain to the best of his ability and not
just ride through the procedure.

9. Unless otherwise directed by Air
Traffic Control, upon arrival under VFR
weather conditions during the hours of
darkness at an airport served bY an

operating ILS aligned with the runway
assigned for landing, the
pilot-in-command will fly inbound to that
airport and runway on the localizer and
glidescope associated with that system.

10. The captain will brief the first
officer on all of the requirements above
and insure that coordination and
cooperation are fully received. The
captain will remain "on instruments"
through the approach. When contact is

definitely established, as verbally
indicated by the first officer, continue
the approach if a safe landing can be

assured. lf no contact. initiate the
pre-briefed missed approach procedures
and inform traffic control.

Anytime the aircraft is in motion, one
pilot will have physical control by either
steering engaged or a hand on the yoke.
Anytime the pilot flying the aircraft is

reouired to deviate his attention from the
primary purpose of flying the airplane,
he will delegate the second pilot
to take the controls. This transition will
be confirmed by a verbal challenge of,
"You have the aircraft," responded to by,
"l have the aircraft."

The pilot acting as second-in-
command will at all times, verbally notify
the other pilot before changing the

position of any switch, lever or dial in the
flight deck area. Failure to do so may
inadvertently result in an unsafe
condition.

Anytime the aircraft is in motion at
least one pilot will direct his attention
outside the aircraft. When only one pilot
is doing so, he will give verbal notice to
the other pilots before directing his
attention to cockpit duties.

Crew Coordination
On Circling Approach

Though a circling approach is

basically a visual maneuver, the
combination of low altitude. limited

visibility due to weather and/or darkness,
and the requirement for the pilot to
maintain visual contact with the runway,
makes the first officer's roll as safety
observer critical. The first officer must
check the reading of both airspeed
i ndicators, al ti meters, and f I i gh t i ndicators
and advise the captain "On altitude, on
airspeed," or "Airspeed 5 kt low, altitude
50 ft. low." etc. The first officer is

specially instructed not to use only the
pilot's instruments during a left circling
approach, even though he will generally
be looking to the left. The captain must
be alert to this information and accept
nothing less than complete support and
crew coordination from his first officer.

Each flight crew member must
evaluate constantly his habits in this area

and insure that the information indicated
on vital instruments, and specifically the
altimeters, is cross-checked, each against

the other, and the difference if any, is

resolved in favor of the higher and safer
operation.

. . . The duties of each pilot should be standard and specific during
the approach situation. They shouldn't be left up to the habits or
the communications capability of the particular captain.

AlrorD
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CONFUSION

Know your procedures-
exactly who's going to
do what. When. And how.
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Sweeping Airspace Changes Attacked

By Many General Aviation Groups

The FAA recently ann,ounced a

wide-ranging safety program that will
drastically increase the airspace under
positive control and, according to the
agency, minimize the chances for
collisions between air carriers and general

aviation aircraft such as the one in San

Diego last year.
The plan, which will be implemented

over a five-year period, includes:

- Establishing 80 new Terminal
Radar Service Areas (TRSA's) including
Greer and Augusta, Ga. by the end of
'1979 and one at Myrtle Beach by 1983.
The FAA will establish these by directive;
no hearing will be held.

- A Notice of Proposed Rulemaking
(NPRM) has been issued asking for 44
new Terminal Control Areas (TCA's) in
addition to the 21 that already exist. One
would be established at Charlotte, N.C.
within 18 months of the enabling rule.
The FAA is also asking for a lowering of
the Positive Controlled Airspace from
1 8,000 to 1 0,000 feet east of the
Mississippi and over most of California,
and 12,500 west of the Mississippi.

- ln March, the FAA plans to issue
another NPRM requiring encoding
altimeters and transponders for all 166
TRSA's (making them TCA's). As of
1982, all transponders would have to be

replaced with new units capable of
answering collision radar in airlines. lt
would also establish in-route radar service

areas below 10,000 feet in certain traffic
areas.

General Aviation groups have
unaminously attacked the FAA proposals
and urged their membership to oppose the
proposed changes by writing to
Congressmen and FAA officials.

EAA President Paul Poberenzy said,
"ln a hasty, poorly reasoned effort to
cover up the FAAIs own inadequate
system, Administrator Langhorne Bond
and his advisors are now plotting to
throttle aviation with a flood of new rules
in the form of TCA's, TRSA's and
avionics. . . .

"This plan fails to enhance safety and
creates a regulation whirlpool that will do
llttle more than suck up and randomly
waste taxpayers dollars."

AOPA's John Baker: "FAA has failed
to produce a workable air traffic control
system and is using a tragic accident (The
San Diego collision) as the excuse to
impose unnecessary restrictions which
will hobble all of air transportation. lt is a
classic example of bureaucrats using a

dump truck of rules when a spoonful is
all that's needed.

NBAA president John H. Winant
predicted that imposltion of new
controlled areas would bring about
"unprecendented delays." ln addition, by
concentrating on present ground-based
technology for air traffic control, FAA
will preclude innovation on a system that

will meet future needs, he said.
The National Air Transportation

Association also strongly opposed the
new FAA proposals calling them
"capricious and wrong headed."

Edward W. Stimpson, president of the
General Aviation Manufacturers
Association (GAMA) said, "We are
disappointed that the Department of
Transportation and the FAA have not
presented a complete air safety plan. ln
reality these proposals are merely a

bundle of new restrictions and regulations
and fail to deal with the problem of
developing a truly modern air traffic
control system that will accomodate
growth."

The EAA and the AOPA have both
offered alternative plans which they say
go further in promoting safety while
preserving uncontrolled airspace for VFR
and sport flyers.

AOPA's Baker has called on the
nation's 750,000 pilots, their families and
business associates to "form a massive
attack on the FAA's proposals."

Comments on the NPRM are due by
March 5. They may be addressed to the
FAA office of Chief Counsel, Attention:
Rules Docket (AGC-24), 800
lndependence Ave. SW, Washington, D.C.
20591 . Commenters should address
Docket No. 18605 and should submit
their comments in duplicate, according
to the FAA.


